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Abstract
The commercial release of byte-addressable persistent memo-
ries (PMs) is imminent. Unfortunately, these devices suffer
from limited write endurance—without any wear manage-
ment, PM lifetime might be as low as 1.1 months. Existing
wear-management techniques introduce an additional indirec-
tion layer to remap memory across physical frames and re-
quire hardware support to track fine-grain wear. These mecha-
nisms incur storage overhead and increase access latency and
energy consumption.

We present Kevlar, an OS-based wear-management tech-
nique for PM that requires no new hardware. Kevlar uses ex-
isting virtual memory mechanisms to remap pages, enabling it
to perform both wear leveling—shuffling pages in PM to even
wear; and wear reduction—transparently migrating heavily
written pages to DRAM. Crucially, Kevlar avoids the need
for hardware support to track wear at fine grain. Instead, it
relies on a novel wear-estimation technique that builds upon
Intel’s Precise Event Based Sampling to approximately track
processor cache contents via a software-maintained Bloom fil-
ter and estimate write-back rates at fine grain. We implement
Kevlar in Linux and demonstrate that it achieves lifetime im-
provement of 18.4× (avg.) over no wear management while
incurring 1.2% performance overhead.

1 Introduction

Forthcoming Persistent Memory (PM) technologies, such as
3D XPoint [3, 46], promise to revolutionize storage hierar-
chies. These technologies are appealing in many ways. For
example, they are being considered as cheaper, higher ca-
pacity and/or energy-efficient replacements for DRAM [5,
64, 87, 119], low-latency and byte-addressable persistent stor-
age [22, 23, 83, 101], and even as hardware accelerators for
neural networks [89, 94]. We focus on systems with het-
erogeneous memory—with both DRAM and PM connected
to the memory bus. Such systems may use PM for persis-
tent data storage or to replace some or all of DRAM with a

cheaper/higher-capacity technology.
Nevertheless, PM’s limited write endurance [21,64,87,114,

119] may hinder adoption. Just like erase operations wear
out Flash cells, PM devices may also wear out after a certain
number of writes. The expected PM cell write endurance
varies significantly across technologies. For example, a phase-
change memory is expected to endure 107−109 writes [64,85,
87] while resistive RAM may sustain over 1010 writes [106].
So, system developers must consider PM cell write frequency
and manage wear to ensure memory endures for the expected
system lifetime.

PM wear-management techniques employ wear leveling,
spreading writes uniformly over all memory locations, and/or
wear reduction, reducing the number of writes with addi-
tional caching layers [26, 64, 85, 88, 92, 119]. Unfortunately,
prior techniques rely on various kinds of hardware support.
Some proposals [85, 119] add an additional programmer-
transparent address translation mechanism in the PM memory
controller. These mechanisms periodically remap memory
locations to uniformly distribute writes across the PM. Other
techniques [26, 88, 114] perform wear reduction by remap-
ping contents of frequently-written PM page frames to higher-
endurance DRAM. Such techniques depend on hardware sup-
port to estimate wear, for example, via per-page counters or
specialized priority queues/monitoring in the memory con-
troller. Unfortunately, PM-based mechanisms [26, 88, 114]
that rely on higher-endurance but volatile DRAM to reduce
wear do not support applications [77] that require crash con-
sistency when using PM as storage.

The indirection mechanisms proposed for PMs are analo-
gous to the translation layer [33, 58, 65] in Flash firmware,
which perform functionalities such as garbage collection [33,
58, 109] and out-of-place updates [33, 58, 65, 67] in addition
to wear leveling, and incur high erasure latency [33, 53, 67].
Additional translation layers increase design complexity and
incur higher access latency and power/energy consumption.
Indeed, recent work [12, 15, 40, 41, 50, 66, 82, 115] aims to
eliminate complexity and overhead associated with a Flash
translation layer by combining its features in either the virtual
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memory system in the OS [12, 15, 40, 41, 115], or in file-
system applications [15, 50, 66, 82]. We would prefer to avoid
additional indirection mechanisms for byte-addressable PMs,
which have lower access latency and offer a direct load/store
interface.

We note that the OS already maintains a mapping of virtual
to physical memory locations and that these mappings can be
periodically updated to implement wear management without
an additional translation layer. We build upon virtual memory
to implement Kevlar, a software wear-management system for
fast, byte-addressable persistent memories. Kevlar performs
both wear leveling, by reshuffling pages among physical PM
frames, and wear reduction, by judicious migration of wear-
heavy pages to DRAM, to achieve a configurable lifetime
target.

A critical aspect of wear management is to estimate the
wear to each memory location. Existing hardware tracks PM
writes only at the granularity of memory channels—too coarse
to be useful for wear management. Tracking PM writes at finer
granularity is complicated by write-back hardware caches; an
update to a memory location leads to a PM write only when a
dirty cache block is evicted from the processor’s caches.

Kevlar relies upon a novel, low-overhead wear-estimation
mechanism by using Intel’s Precise Events Based Sampling
(PEBS) [44], which allows us to intercept a sample of store
operations. Kevlar maintains an approximate representation
of hardware cache contents using Bloom filters [16], and
uses it to estimate relative fine-grain writeback rates. We
demonstrate that our estimation strategy incurs less than 1%
performance overhead.

Kevlar enables wear management for applications that em-
ploy PMs for capacity expansion [5, 55, 88] and/or durabil-
ity [77]. When a PM device is used for capacity expansion,
Kevlar exploits memory device heterogeneity and migrates
frequently updated PM pages to the neighboring DRAM—a
system-level option that cannot be exploited by device-level
wear-management schemes [85, 92, 119]. We show that mi-
grating as few as 1% of pages from PM to DRAM is sufficient
to achieve our target PM lifetime. For pages that require dura-
bility, Kevlar relies on reserve PM capacity and performs
directed migrations of frequently written pages across the
nominal and reserve capacity.

We implement Kevlar in Linux version 4.5.0 and evaluate
its impact on performance and PM lifetime. To summarize,
the contributions of Kevlar are:

• Wear leveling: We first develop an analytical framework
to show that even a simple, wear-oblivious random page
shuffling is sufficient to achieve near-ideal (uniform) wear
over the memory device lifetime at negligible (< 0.1%) per-
formance overhead. Unfortunately, even ideal wear leveling
provides insufficient lifetime for lower-endurance PMs.

• Wear estimation: We demonstrate how to estimate wear
at fine grain by using Intel’s PEBS to approximate cache
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Figure 1: (a) Pages sorted by number of writes (program entirety) in
Aerospike: There is a large disparity between most and least written pages.
(b) PM lifetime with no wear leveling: The lifetime until 1% of pages
sustain 107 writes can be as short as 1.1 months.

contents via a Bloom filter, thereby estimating the cache
write-backs to each page. We show that this mechanism is
21.7× more accurate than naive write sampling.

• Wear reduction: We demonstrate Kevlar, which uses our
wear-estimation technique to apply both wear leveling and
wear reduction, reducing wear by migrating less than 1% of
the application working set to neighboring DRAM (when
durability is not needed) incurring 1.2% (avg.) performance
overhead.

2 Background and Motivation

We briefly describe PM use cases and their drawbacks.

2.1 Persistent Memories (PMs)

Persistent memory technologies, such as Phase Change Mem-
ory [64, 87], Memristor [106], and Spin Torque Transfer
RAM [111] are byte-addressable, achieve near-DRAM per-
formance, and are denser and cheaper than DRAM. These
characteristics allow systems to leverage PMs in exciting new
ways. We focus on two well-studied use cases: (1) capacity
expansion and (2) memory persistency.

Capacity expansion: Owing to their higher density and
lower power consumption, PMs are projected to be cheaper
than DRAM [5, 31, 55, 64, 87, 119] on a dollar per GB basis.
Higher density enables greater peak capacity: Intel expects
to soon offer servers with up to 6TB of PM [3, 38]. System
designers can use this capacity to manage larger in-memory
data-structures [9, 42, 72].

Memory persistency: Since PMs are non-volatile, they
blur the traditional distinctions between memory and stor-
age. Recent research leverages PM non-volatility by ac-
cessing persistent data directly in memory via loads and
stores [22, 23, 28, 36, 48, 52, 60, 61, 63, 77, 83, 101]. The byte-
addressable load-store PM interface enables fined-grained
accesses to persistent data and avoids the expensive serializa-
tion and de-serialization layer of conventional storage [54].
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PM drawbacks: Whereas PMs exhibit many useful prop-
erties, they also have two key drawbacks. First, PM cells have
limited write endurance. For example, PCM endures only
107 - 109 writes [85]. In contrast, DRAM endurance is essen-
tially unbounded (> 1015 writes) [87]. Limited PM endurance
may lead to rapid capacity loss for write-intensive applica-
tions. Figure 1(a) shows the disparity between writes seen
by the hottest and coldest pages for Aerospike (see Section 5
for our methodology). Absent wear management, frequently
written-back addresses wear out sooner, compromising life-
time. Figure 1(b) shows the lifetime until 1% of memory
locations wear out in a device with a write endurance of 107

writes (such as PCM) under the write patterns of various ap-
plications assuming no efforts to manage wear. For example,
we observe that TPCC can wear out a PCM memory device
within 1.1 months.

Second, PM access latency and bandwidth, while close
to DRAM, fall short [64, 87, 106]. So, applications sensi-
tive to memory performance might still prefer DRAM. Prior
works [5, 55, 84] mitigate this challenge by identifying hot/
cold regions of applications’ footprints and placing hot re-
gions in DRAM and cold regions in PM. Unlike these
works [5, 55, 84], we exploit memory device heterogeneity
to improve device lifetime when PMs are employed for ca-
pacity expansion and/or memory persistency. To this end, we
propose Kevlar, a wear-management mechanism to improve
low-endurance PM device lifetime.

2.2 Wear-aware virtual memory system

Prior PM wear-management mechanisms [85–87, 92, 119]
require an additional indirection layer in hardware to uni-
formly wear PM cells. However, these mechanisms suffer
from several drawbacks. First, these mechanisms [85–87, 92]
use volatile DRAM caches to reduce wear to PM. These
mechanisms do not readily support applications [77] that rely
on PM durability, since the volatile DRAM caches lose data
upon power failure. Second, these mechanisms perform ad-
ditional DRAM cache lookups and address translation for
each memory access, delaying PM loads/stores. Third, wear
leveling alone sometimes achieves PM lifetime of only 2.3
years (as shown later in Section 6.2)—lower than the desired
system lifetimes. These device-level mechanisms are unable
to exploit memory system heterogeneity for applications that
employ PMs for capacity expansion.

We explore low-overhead OS wear-management mecha-
nisms that can extend PM device lifetime to a desired tar-
get without any additional indirection layers. Indeed, our
approach is analogous to similar ongoing efforts [12, 15,
40, 41, 50, 66, 82, 115] in Flash-based systems to identify
and eliminate performance bottlenecks in the Flash transla-
tion layer (FTL). These works avoid FTL complexities and
overheads by folding its features either into the virtual mem-
ory system [12, 15, 40, 41, 115], or into file system applica-

tions [15, 50, 66, 82]. Like these works, we aim to build PM
wear-management into the virtual memory system. Note that,
contrary to block-based access to Flash, PM updates arise
from LLC write-backs. Unfortunately, there are no straight-
forward mechanisms to measure LLC write-backs directly at
fine grain—a critical challenge that we solve in Kevlar.

3 Kevlar

We detail wear-management approaches in Kevlar.

3.1 Wear leveling

Modern OSes, such as Linux, manage memory via a paging
mechanism to translate virtual to physical memory addresses.
Linux manages the page tables used by the hardware trans-
lation mechanism, and already reassigns virtual-to-physical
mappings for a variety of reasons (e.g., to improve NUMA
locality).

Kevlar’s Wear-Leveling (WL) mechanism uses existing OS
support to periodically remap virtual pages to spread writes
uniformly. Kevlar makes a conservative assumption that a
write to a physical PM page modifies all locations within that
page. Thus, Kevlar does not need an additional intra-page
wear-leveling mechanism. We observe that periodic random
shuffling of virtual-to-physical mappings—migrating each
virtual page to a randomly selected physical page frame—is
sufficient to uniformly distribute writes to PM provided shuf-
fles are frequent enough. A key advantage of this approach
is that it is wear oblivious—it requires no information about
the wear to each location; it only requires the aggregate write-
back rate to memory, which is easily measurable on modern
hardware. Surprisingly, we find that this simple approach
may be acceptable for PM devices with a sufficiently high
endurance (e.g., 109 writes).

We consider a scheme that periodically performs a random
shuffle of all virtual pages, reassigning each virtual page to
a randomly selected physical page. Whereas our analysis as-
sumes all pages are shuffled at once for simplicity, in practice,
pages are shuffled continuously and incrementally over the
course of the shuffle period. Our analysis poses the question:
How many times must the address space be shuffled for the ex-
pected number of writes to each page to approach uniformity?
Furthermore, at what point does the wear incurred by shuffling
exceed the wear from the application? To simplify discussion,
we use “write” to mean write-back from the last-level cache
to the PM throughout this section.

Analysis. Let W represent the write distribution to physical
pages and Wi be the write rate to ith physical page in the
memory. We define an equality function E as:

E(x,y) =

{
1 x == y
0 x! = y

(1)
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a. PDF and CDF for N shuffles b. Write rate of nth percentile hot pages
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Figure 2: (a) Write-back rate distribution: We use an application’s write
distribution to derive 99th percentile write rate after N shuffles. (b) Write-
back rate vs. shuffles: The disparity in page write rates shrinks with the
increase in shuffles.

Given a write distribution W over n physical pages, Pk
n

represents the probability density function (PDF) for W after
k shuffles. Using the distribution W, we can compute the
probability P0

n (x) of physical page with the write rate x with
0 shuffles (initial state) as:

P0
n (x) =

1
n
×

n

∑
i=1

E(Wi,x) (2)

With no shuffles, one can easily compute the expected life
of each physical page by dividing the expected endurance (in
number of writes) by the write rate x, yielding an expected
lifetime distribution over pages. When we consider a shuffle’s
effect, each page will experience an average write rate x’ of
two write rates x1 and x2 chosen uniformly at random from
W . Since the PDF of the sum of two random variables is the
convolution of their respective PDFs, we can calculate the
expected distribution of write rates after S shuffles, PS

n , as:

PS
n (X = x′/2) =

∞

∑
k=−∞

PS−1
n (X = k)PS−1

n (X = x′− k) (3)

Note the normalization by one half, since we want the average
(rather than the sum) of the random variables.

We illustrate the PDF P0
n (expected write rate without shuf-

fles) of the page write distribution as expressed by Eq. 2 in
Fig. 2 (a). The PDF P0

n has a heavy right-tailed distribution
with high variance (i.e. the write-rate of few pages is high
as compared to the mean write rate), a characteristic typical
of the applications we have studied. Moreover, due to high
variance, there is a wide write-rate range that might occur for
any given page. Next, we compute the PDF PS

n using Eq. 3
for shuffles ranging from one to N. With each shuffle, the
PDF variance shrinks, while the probability of a near-mean
write rate increases. Note that the PDF mean P1

n appears to
be higher than the PDF P0

n due to the heavy right-tail of P0
n .

The mean in fact stays constant after each shuffle.
Fig. 2 (a) illustrates how the PDF after N shuffles con-

verges to the mean write rate (equivalently, writes become
uniformly distributed over the physical pages). In Figure 2 (a),
we also show the cumulative distribution function (CDF) for
N shuffles where the CDF CN

n is used to compute the top nth

percentile of pages with the highest write rate after N shuffles
(i.e., the “hottest” pages). CN

n (p) provides the minimum ex-
pected write rate of the most heavily written (1− p)∗100% of

the pages. For example, in Fig. 2 (a), we mark with a dotted
line the 99th percentile. The CN

n (p = 0.99) gives the mini-
mum expected write rate of the most heavily written 1% of
pages after N shuffles. From this rate, we can estimate when
we expect this 1% of pages to have worn out. As the num-
ber of shuffles grows, the variance shrinks and CN

n (p = 0.99)
approaches the mean write rate.

We illustrate how the write rate of the hottest pages com-
pares to the mean as a function of the number of shuffles in
Fig. 2 (b). Note that our approach can estimate the wear rate
at any percentile, but we present results primarily for the 99th

percentile. Without shuffles, there is a large disparity between
the most-written 1% of pages and the mean. The gap rapidly
shrinks with additional shuffles. Given the hottest pages’ write
rates in Fig. 2(b), we compute lifetime of a device with a 107

write endurance.
Tracing Methodology. We collect write-back traces for

a set of applications (detailed in Section 5) using the Dy-
namoRio [17] instrumentation tool and its online cache simu-
lation client drcachesim. Since drcachesim can simulate
only a two-level cache hierarchy with power-of-two cache
sizes, we model an 8-way 256KB L2 cache and 32MB 16-way
associative L3 cache, which is close to the configuration of
the physical system on which we evaluate our Kevlar proto-
type (described in Table 1). We instrument loads and stores to
trace all memory references and run drcachesim online to
simulate the system’s cache hierarchy. We record writebacks
from the simulated LLC to PM. We then extract write rate
distributions to analyze expected PM lifetime under shuffling.

Determining optimal shuffles. In Fig. 3(a), we show the
lifetime, normalized to what is possible under ideal wear level-
ing, as a function of the number of shuffles. We assume some
redundancy in the PM device similar to prior works [85, 86]
and define its lifetime as the time when 1% of pages are ex-
pected to fail. Note that the lifetime under ideal wear leveling
is the device endurance divided by the application’s average
write-back rate. As shown in Figure 3(a), frequently written
virtual pages are mapped to a different set of physical pages
after every shuffle, leading to improved device lifetime with
more shuffles. Interestingly, for all applications, after about
8192 shuffles, the expected lifetime converges to that of ideal
wear leveling (i.e., the write distribution is uniform). Note
that we do not consider the additional writes incurred due
to remapping virtual-to-physical page mappings after each
shuffle in Figure 3(a).

Figure 3(b) shows the write amplification caused due to the
shuffle operations. The write amplification shows the ratio
of the total writes incurred after shuffling as compared to
the application’s PM writes. The write amplification can be
higher than 1.4x (40% additional writes) for greater than 216

shuffles as shown in Figure 3(b).
Peak lifetimes occur when memory is shuffled 8192 times

over the device lifetime. With 8192 shuffles, we perform 5%
additional writes for wear leveling. Fig. 3(c) shows the writes
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a. Normalized lifetime of 1% pages vs shuffles c. Lifetime of 1% pages accounting for shuffle writes b. Write-amplification due to shuffle writes
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Figure 3: (a) Lifetime of 1% of pages vs. shuffles: The expected lifetime converges to the ideal lifetime for shuffles > 8192, (b) Write-amplification due
to shuffle writes: Kevlar performs 5% additional writes with 8192 shuffles, (c) Lifetime of 1% of pages, accounting for shuffle writes: The lifetime of PM
peaks at 8192 shuffles, following which shuffle writes become significant.

due to shuffle operations, which may grow to dwarf the appli-
cation’s writes if shuffles are too frequent (i.e. >16384).

Discussion. Shuffling memory 8192 times over the PM
device lifetime uniformly distributes PM writes. However, the
lifetime achievable via even ideal wear leveling is limited by
an application’s average write rate. For our applications, this
lifetime is only 2.3 to 2.8 years for a device that wears out
after 107 writes (see Fig. 3(c)). Wear leveling alone may be
insufficient to meet lifetime targets.

To achieve desired lifetimes, we must augment Kevlar’s
wear-leveling mechanism with a wear-reducing mechanism.
The key challenge for wear reduction is to monitor the wear to
each virtual page at low overhead. There is no straightforward
mechanism for the OS to directly monitor device wear at fine
granularity. PM devices incur wear only when writes reach the
device. Write-back caches absorb much of the processor write
traffic, so the number of stores to a location can be a poor in-
dicator of actual device wear. Current x86 hardware can count
writebacks per memory channel, but provides no support for
finer-grain (e.g., page or cache line) monitoring. Mechanisms
that monitor writes via protection faults (e.g., [5, 34]) incur
high performance overhead and fail to account for wear re-
duction by writeback caches, grossly overestimating wear
for well-cached locations. Instead, Kevlar builds a software
mechanism to estimate per-page wear intensity.

3.2 Wear Estimation

We design a wear-estimation mechanism that approximately
tracks hardware cache contents to estimate per-page PM write-
back rates. Our mechanism builds upon Intel’s PEBS perfor-
mance counters [45] to sample store operations executed by
the processor. Note that, although we focus on Intel platforms,
other platforms—AMD Instruction Based Sampling [29] and
ARM Coresight Trace Buffers [7]—provide analogous mon-
itoring mechanisms. Kevlar’s write estimation mechanism
monitors the retiring stores to maintain an estimate of hard-
ware cache contents.

Monitoring stores. PEBS captures a snapshot of proces-
sor state upon certain configurable events. We configure
PEBS to monitor MEM_UOPS_RETIRED.ALL_STORES events.

As stores retire, PEBS can trigger an interrupt to record state
into a software-accessible buffer; we record the virtual ad-
dress accessed by the retiring store.

Although accurate, sampling every store with PEBS is pro-
hibitive. Instead, we rely on systematic sampling to reduce
performance overhead: we configure PEBS with a Sample
After Value (SAV). For a SAV of n, PEBS captures only ev-
ery nth event. Like prior work [71], we choose prime SAVs
to avoid bias from periodicities in the systematic sampling.
We explore the accuracy and overhead of SAV alternatives in
Section 6.1.

We obtain the virtual addresses of sampled stores to esti-
mate per-page write-back rates. A naive strategy to compute
write-back rates is to assume that each sampled store results
in a write-back. However, with write-back hardware caches,
a PM write occurs only when a dirty block is evicted from
the cache hierarchy; many stores coalesce in the caches. In-
deed, in our applications, the naive strategy drastically over-
estimates writebacks (see Section 6.1). Consequently, we
design an efficient software mechanism that estimates tem-
poral locality due to hardware caches to predict which stores
incur write-backs.

Estimating temporal locality. Prior mechanisms have
been proposed to estimate temporal locality in storage [102,
103] or multicore [13, 90, 91] caches. These mechanisms
maintain stacks or hashmaps to compute reuse distances for
accesses to sampled locations. Instead, we focus on modeling
temporal locality in hardware caches to estimate LLC write-
backs using sampled stores. We estimate temporal locality by
using a Bloom filter [16] to approximately track dirty memory
locations stored in the caches. For each store sampled by
PEBS, we insert its cache block address into the Bloom filter.
(Algorithm 1: Line 12-14). Whenever a new address is added
to the filter, we assume it is the store that dirties the cache
block, and hence will eventually result in a writeback. Further
stores to the same cache block will find their address already
present in the Bloom filter; we assume these hit in the cache
and hence do not produce additional write-backs. Thus, the
Bloom filter maintains a compact representation of likely dirty
blocks present in the cache.

Bloom filters have a limited capacity; after a certain num-
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ber of insertions into the set, their false positive rate increases
rapidly. We size the Bloom filter such that it can accurately
(less than 1% false positives) track a set as large as the capac-
ity of the processor’s last-level cache (LLC), which is roughly
700K cache blocks on our evaluation platform. We clear the
Bloom filter when the number of insertions reaches this size
(Algorithm 1: Line 19-29).

Of course, after clearing the filter, Kevlar would predict a
sudden false spike in writeback rates. We address this by using
two Bloom filters; Kevlar probes both filters but inserts into
only one “active” filter at a time (Algorithm 1: Line 3, 12-17).
When the active filter becomes full, we clear the inactive filter
and then make it active. As such, at steady state, one filter
contains 700K cache block addresses, while the other is active
and being populated (Algorithm 1: Line 12-17). We assume a
cache block will result in a store hit (no additional writeback)
if it is present in either filter (Algorithm 1: Line 6-10).

In essence, our tracking strategy filters out cache blocks
that have write reuse distances [56] of about 700K or less,
as such writes are likely to be cache hits. Effectively, we
assume that dirty blocks are flushed from the cache primarily
due to capacity misses, which is typically the case for large
associative LLCs [39, 113]. Note that our estimate of the
cache contents is approximate. For example, the Bloom filters
do not track read-only cache blocks. Moreover, due to SAV,
only a sample of writes are inserted. The mechanism works
despite these approximations because: (1) frequently written
addresses are likely to be sampled and inserted into the filters—
it is these addresses that are most critical to track; and (2) few
addresses have reuse distances near 700K—reuse distances
are typically much shorter or longer, so the filters are effective
in estimating whether or not a store is likely to hit. Although
Kevlar approximates writebacks by sampling retiring stores,
our goal in Kevlar is to measure relative hotness of the pages
as opposed to absolute writebacks per page. We show the
accuracy of our estimation mechanism to identify writeback
intensive pages later in Section 6.1.

Estimating write-backs. PEBS provides the virtual ad-
dress of sampled stores. Our handler then walks the software
page table to obtain the corresponding physical frame (Alg. 1:
Line 7). In our Linux prototype, we maintain a writeback
count in struct page, a data-structure associated with each
page frame. When we sample a store, we update the counter
for the corresponding physical page as shown in Alg. 1: Line 8.
Kevlar uses the estimated writebacks to identify writeback-
intensive pages.

3.3 Wear Reduction

As shown in Sec. 3.1, Kevlar’s wear-leveling mechanism can
achieve only 2.3- to 2.8-year lifetime for a PM device that
wears out after 107 writes. Our goal is to achieve a lifetime
target for a low-endurance PM device by migrating heavily
written pages to DRAM. We assume a nominal lifetime goal

of four years. This target is software-configurable; we discuss
longer targets in Section 6.2.

Consider an application with a memory footprint of N phys-
ical PM pages and a given lifetime target, the write rate to
the PM B writes/sec to achieve the lifetime target can be
computed as:

B =
Endurance×N

Li f etime
(4)

We use Eq. 4 to compute the number of writes the ap-
plication may make per 1GB (i.e. N = 256K small pages)
of PM footprint. For a given lower-bound endurance of 107

writes and a 4-year lifetime, writebacks must be limited to
20K writes/sec/GB. Configuring a different target lifetime or
device endurance changes the allowable threshold.

One approach is to use wear leveling (as described in
Sec. 3.1) by provisioning additional reserve capacity such
that the target lifetime is met. This strategy is applicable both
when PM is used for persistent storage or capacity expansion.
For instance, with N pages in an application, and average write
rate of B’ writes/sec/GB, the reserve capacity R to achieve a
4-year lifetime is given by:

R =
N×B′

2×104 (5)

When the application write rate is high relative to the de-
vice endurance, the required reserve can undermine any cost
advantages, as we show later in Section 6.3. Instead, for ca-
pacity expansion, we propose wear reduction by migrating
the hottest pages to high-endurance memory (DRAM). Kevlar
regulates the average write rate to the pages that remain in
PM to 20K writes/GB/sec such that we achieve the desired
lifetime of four years.

3.3.1 Page migration

Kevlar uses its write-back estimation mechanism to measure
per-page PM writeback rates and migrate the most write-
intensive pages to DRAM. Kevlar must regulate average PM
writeback rate to 20K writes/GB/sec to achieve a 4-year life-
time. Kevlar uses IMC.MC_CHy_PCI_PMON_CTR counters in
the Intel memory controller to count CAS_COUNT.WR events,
which measure write commands issued on the memory chan-
nels. Such counters already exist in DRAM controllers,
and analogous counters exist on other hardware platforms
(e.g. ARM’s L3D_CACHE_WB performance monitoring unit
counter [8]). This aggregate measure allows us to determine
whether pages must be migrated from PM to DRAM (or can
be migrated back) to maintain the target average rate of 20K
writes/GB/sec.

Migrating hot-pages to DRAM. Kevlar computes the PM
writeback rate at a fixed 10-second interval. If the average
writeback rate exceeds 20K writes/GB/sec during an interval,
Kevlar enables PEBS and samples the retiring stores as ex-
plained in Section 3.2. Kevlar estimates the PM writeback rate
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Algorithm 1 Write-back estimation mechanism
1: Inputs:

PEBS record rec, Bloom Filter filterA, Bloom Filter filterB
2:
3: Initialize:

filterA.isActive = True
filterB.isActive = False
activate = LLC_CACHE_BLOCKS

4:
5: blockAddr = rec.strAddr » log2(LLC_BLOCK_SIZE)
6: if !filterA.isPresent(blockAddr) and !filterB.isPresent(blockAddr) then
7: pageStruct = doPageWalk(blockAddr)
8: pageStruct.WBCount+=1
9: memRef+=1

10: end if
11:
12: if filterA.isActive and !filterA.isPresent(blockAddr) then
13: filterA.add(blockAddr)
14: end if
15: if filterB.isActive and !filterB.isPresent(blockAddr) then
16: filterB.add(blockAddr)
17: end if
18:
19: if activate == memRef then
20: filterA.isActive = !filterA.isActive
21: filterB.isActive = !filterB.isActive
22: if filterA.isActive then
23: filterA.clear()
24: end if
25: if filterB.isActive then
26: filterB.clear()
27: end if
28: activate+=LLC_CACHE_BLOCKS
29: end if

at 4KB-page granularity. When migration is needed, Kevlar
scans writeback counters for all page frames and sorts them
by their estimated write-back counts. Kevlar then migrates
the hottest 10% of pages to DRAM. It continues monitor-
ing for an additional interval. Kevlar ceases migration, dis-
ables PEBS monitoring, and clears write-back counters when
the write-back rate falls below 20K writes/GB/sec. With this
monitoring and migration control loop, Kevlar achieves our
lifetime target with 1.2% performance impact.

Migrating cold pages to PM. An application’s access pat-
tern might change over its execution, so pages migrated to
DRAM may become cold. To minimize the application foot-
print in DRAM, it is desirable to migrate cold pages back
to PM. If Kevlar observes five consecutive intervals with a
PM writeback rate below 20K writes/GB/sec, it re-enables
PEBS for a 10-second interval, estimates the write-back rate
of pages in DRAM, and migrates 10% of cold pages from
DRAM back to PM.

4 Implementation

We implement Kevlar in Linux kernel version 4.5.0. We use
the Linux control group mechanism [74] to manage Kevlar
specific configuration parameters.

Wear leveling. Kevlar should shuffle the entire application
footprint once every 4.2 hours to achieve uniform wear lev-
eling over a lifetime of 4 years. Instead of gang-scheduling
the shuffle operations together every 4.2 hours, Kevlar peri-
odically shuffles a fraction of application footprint. Kevlar

maintains a shuffle bit in the struct page associated with
each page frame to indicate whether the page was shuffled
within the current shuffle interval. Kevlar scans the applica-
tion pages every 300-sec shuffle interval to identify the pages
that are yet to be shuffled. It randomly chooses a fraction of
pages to be shuffled in this shuffle interval by equally appor-
tioning the total number of pages yet to be shuffled to the time
remaining in a 4.2 hour shuffle operation.

The fraction of pages are then shuffled following these
steps: (1) Kevlar selects a pair of application pages in PM
to be swapped. (2) It locks the page table entries for both
pages so that any intermediate application accesses stall on
page locks. (3) It allocates a temporary page in DRAM (for
capacity workloads) to aid in swapping the contents of the two
pages in PM. (4) Once the pages are swapped, Kevlar restores
the page table entries so that the virtual addresses now map
to the swapped pages, unlocks the pages, and deallocates the
temporary DRAM page. (5) Once shuffled, Kevlar records
this event in the shuffle bit in page frame’s struct page of
the two pages.

Note that, we use a temporary page mapped in DRAM to
limit wear in PM due to shuffle. For persistent applications,
we map the temporary page in PM to ensure that the page
contents are persistent in case of intermediate failure. Once all
the pages are shuffled, Kevlar clears the shuffle bit in struct
page and initiates the next shuffle.

Wear estimation. Kevlar initializes PEBS to monitor the
MEM_UOPS_RETIRED.ALL_STORES event and a SAV to sam-
ple the retiring stores for wear estimation. We determine SAV
empirically to ensure that the monitoring has negligible perfor-
mance overhead. Kevlar implements two Bloom Filters, each
of size 840KB and a capacity of 700K cache blocks, corre-
sponding to the 45MB LLC of our system. We size the Bloom
filter to achieve less than 1% false positives. As explained in
Section 3.3.1, Kevlar performs a software page table walk to
identify the page frames being accessed by the sampled store,
and records writeback counts in struct page.

Wear reduction. Kevlar monitors PM writeback rate at a
10-second migration interval to determine if it needs to initi-
ate hot/cold page migration between DRAM and PM. If the
PM writeback rate triggers a migration, Kevlar scans the appli-
cation pages and identifies the top 10% hot (or cold) pages to
be migrated to DRAM (or PM). It performs migration using
a mechanism similar to the page shuffles in wear leveling: it
locks the page to be migrated, copies its contents to a newly
allocated page in DRAM (or PM), updates page table entries,
and unlocks the page. If no migration is triggered, Kevlar
disables PEBS sampling counters to minimize performance
monitoring overhead.

5 Methodology

We next discuss details of our prototype and evaluation.
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Core
Intel Xeon E5-2699 v3, 2.30GHz

36-core (72 hardware threads)
Dual-socket x86 server

L1 D&I Cache 32KB, 8-way associative

L2 Cache 256KB, 8-way associative

Shared LLC 45MB, 20-way associative

DRAM 256GB per socket

Operating System Linux Kernel 4.5.0

Table 1: System Configuration.

5.1 Emulating persistent memory

A system with byte-addressable persistent memory is not yet
commercially available. Hence, we emulate a hybrid PM-
DRAM memory system using a dual-socket server. We run
the application under test on a single socket and treat memory
local to that socket as DRAM. Conversely, we treat memory of
the remote socket as PM. Note that the local and remote nodes
are cache coherent across the sockets. Since each chip has its
own memory controllers, we use the performance counters in
each memory controller to monitor the total accesses to each
device and distinguish “PM” and “DRAM” accesses.

Using this emulation, our Kevlar prototype incurs the ac-
tual performance overheads of monitoring and migration that
would occur in a real hybrid-memory system. However, the la-
tency and bandwidth differential between our emulated “PM”
and “DRAM” is only the gap between local and remote socket
accesses. The performance differential between DRAM and
actual PM devices is technology dependent and remains un-
clear, but is likely higher than in our prototype. We expect
relative performance overhead of our mechanism (as detailed
later in Section 6.4) to be lower on a system with a high differ-
ential between DRAM and PM devices. Our results represent
a high estimate of the Kevlar’s performance overhead.

Nevertheless, our contributions with respect to wear man-
agement are orthogonal to the performance aspects of re-
placing DRAM with PM, which have been studied in prior
work [5, 55, 84]. We focus our evaluation on quantifying the
effectiveness and overheads of Kevlar’s mechanisms.

5.2 System configuration

We run our experiments on a dual-socket server with the
configuration listed in Table 1. We use the Linux control
group mechanism [74] to isolate the application to a particular
socket. We pin application threads to execute only on CPUs on
the local node, but map all memory to initially allocate in the
remote node using Linux’s memory and cpuset cgroups,
modeling a system where DRAM has been replaced by PM.
Kevlar expects a lifetime goal for the PM device as an input,
and performs wear leveling, estimation, and reduction for all
the processes in the cgroups. The test applications use all 18
CPU cores of the local node with hyper-threading enabled. For

client-server benchmarks, we run clients on another system
to avoid performance interference.

As explained in Section 3.2, we use Intel’s PEBS counters
to estimate PM page writeback frequency. We isolate these
counters to monitor only accesses from the application under
test using Linux’s perf_event cgroup mechanism. Thus,
spurious store operations from background processes or the
kernel do not perturb our measurements.

We measure the write rate to the PM (i.e. remote DRAM)
using the performance counters in the memory controller.
Unlike PEBS counters, these counters lie in a shared domain
and cannot be isolated to count only events for a particular
process. However, we have measured the write rate of the
background processes in an idle system and find that they
constitute less than 1% of the total writeback rate observed
during our experiments.

5.3 Benchmarks
We study two categories of applications. We report memory
footprints of the benchmarks under study in Figure 9.

5.3.1 Capacity Expansion Workloads

We evaluate both the wear-leveling and wear-reduction mech-
anisms of Kevlar for the following benchmarks in a “capacity
expansion” PM use case.

NoSQL applications. Aerospike [1, 97], and Mem-
cached [4] are popular in-memory NoSQL databases. We
use YCSB clients [24] to generate the workload to Aerospike
and Memcached. We evaluate 400M operations on 4M keys
for Aerospike and 100M operations on 1M keys for Mem-
cached. We configure each record to have 20 fields resulting
in a data size of 2KB per record. As we are interested in man-
aging wear in write-intensive scenarios, we configure YCSB
for update-heavy workload with a 50:50 read-write ratio and
Zipfian key distribution.

MySQL. MySQL is a SQL database management sys-
tem. We drive MySQL using the open-source TPCC [98]
and TATP [79] workloads from oltpbench [27]. TPCC mod-
els an order fulfillment business and TATP models a mobile
carrier database. In each, we run default transactions with a
scale-factor of 320 for 1800 secs.

5.3.2 Persistent Workloads

We evaluate persistent applications from the WHISPER
benchmark suite [77], which use the Intel PMDK libraries [2]
for persistence. These applications divide their address space
into volatile and persistent subsets. The persistent subset must
always be mapped to PM to ensure recoverability in the event
of power failure. As such, Kevlar may not migrate pages in the
persistent subset to DRAM. We instead rely only on wear lev-
eling to shuffle these pages in PM. However, we allow pages
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Figure 4: Estimated writebacks vs. observed writebacks. We compare the estimated writebacks with observed writebacks obtained from memory access
tracing. Each point on the scatter plot represents the number of writebacks to a page. The red line on each plot represents the ideal prediction curve.
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Figure 5: Comparison of top 10% estimated hot pages to top 10%
observed hot pages. Kevlar’s wear estimation identifies 80.10% (avg.) of
the 10% hottest written pages correctly.

in the volatile subset to migrate to DRAM if the aggregate
write rate to all pages exceeds 20K writes/GB/sec.

Linux presently provides no mechanism to label pages as
persistent or volatile. WHISPER benchmarks use Linux’s
tmpfs [96] memory mapped in DRAM to emulate persis-
tency, and the persistent pages are allocated in a fixed address
range. We hardcode this address range in our experiments to
prevent page migrations to DRAM.

We select the two NoSQL applications, Redis and Echo,
from WHISPER. Redis is a single-threaded in-memory key-
value store. We configure a Redis database comprising 1M
records, each with 10 fields. We use YCSB clients to perform
key-value operations on the Redis server with a Zipfian dis-
tribution. For our evaluation, we run 40M operations with an
update-heavy workload with a 50:50 read-to-write ratio. For
echo, we use the configuration provided with the WHISPER
benchmark suite and evaluate it using 2 client threads each
running 40M operations.

6 Evaluation

We evaluate Kevlar’s wear-management mechanisms.

6.1 Modeling Wear Estimation

We first evaluate the accuracy of Kevlar’s wear-estimation
mechanism as described in Section 3.2. We collect a ground-
truth writeback trace for each application using the online
cache simulator drcachesim in Dynamorio [17] with a trac-
ing infrastructure described in Section 3.1. We model the
PEBS sampling mechanism and bloom filters in drcache-
sim to record the estimated writeback rate. We compare the
ground-truth writebacks against the estimates provided by the
emulation of PEBS sampling and our Bloom filters.
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Figure 6: RMS Error with cache modeling. Kevlar achieves 20× lower
RMS error than a mechanism without cache modeling.

Comparison with ideal mechanism. In Figure 4, we show
estimated writebacks (vertical axis) and ground-truth ob-
served writebacks (horizontal axis) for each application for
one 10-sec sampling interval. We use log-linear scale1 to
highlight accuracy of our mechanism for higher write rate.
As instrumentation results in application slowdown, we ex-
pand the 10-second sampling duration by the slowdown due
to instrumentation measured for each workload. Due to the
log-linear scale, we plot a red curve in the Figure to show the
ideal prediction curve, where estimated and observed write-
backs match. For all applications, Figure 4 (a-f) indicates that
the estimated writebacks correlate closely to the ideal curve.
Echo performs cache flush operation following each store to
flush dirty cache blocks to PM. As a result, we observe 64
write-backs per page (owing to 64 cache blocks in a 4KB
page) for nearly all pages. As shown in Figure 4(f), Kevlar is
able to measure write-backs to these pages.

Prediction accuracy. Next, we compare the top 10% heav-
ily written pages as estimated by Kevlar’s wear-estimation
mechanism to the top 10% hottest observed (ground-truth)
pages. Figure 5 shows the percentage of heavily written pages
correctly estimated by Kevlar. Kevlar correctly estimates
80.1% hottest pages on average and up to 96.3% hottest pages
in Echo as compared to the ground truth.

We also demonstrate the accuracy of Kevlar’s prediction
mechanism by measuring root-mean-squared (RMS) error
between estimated and observed writebacks. The RMS er-
ror reports the standard-deviation of the difference between
estimated and observed writebacks. We study the impact of
hardware cache modeling using our Bloom filter mechanism

1We use log-linear scale to highlight estimated and observed writebacks
to hot pages that are crucial for our study. In contrast, a log-log scale dis-
cretizes lower writeback values and hides comparison between observed and
estimated writebacks for hot pages.
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Figure 7: PEBS sampling overhead. Runtime overhead due to sampling
every retiring store is 13.2% (avg.). We configure PEBS SAV = 17 in Kevlar
with < 1% overhead.

by comparing Kevlar’s prediction mechanism with a mecha-
nism without the Bloom filter. Figure 6 shows the RMS error
of our writeback prediction mechanism normalized to the
average writeback rate of the application for different PEBS
SAV values. We choose prime numbers for PEBS SAV to
avoid periodicities in systematic sampling.

As compared to a mechanism that does not model cache
contents, we observe 100.0× and 106.8× improvement in
RMS errors for Memcached and Redis, respectively, with our
estimation mechanism (with SAV = 1). Overall, the Bloom
filters can approximate the dirty cache contents well, allow-
ing it to estimate writebacks with 21.6× lower RMS error on
average. The Bloom filters are critical to avoiding overesti-
mation of writebacks in Aerospike, Memcached, and Redis
by estimating temporal locality of memory accesses. Note
that, as shown in Figure 6, the standard deviation of the dif-
ference between absolute values of estimated and observed
writebacks is 2.85× that of the mean for SAV of 1. Although
the estimated writebacks are not accurate when compared to
absolute values, our goal in Kevlar is to measure the relative
hotness of the pages. As shown earlier in Figure 5, Kevlar
identifies 80.1% of the 10% hottest pages correctly.

Configuring PEBS SAV. We study the RMS error in Fig-
ure 6 and runtime performance overhead in Figure 7 for dif-
ferent PEBS SAV values. Figure 7 shows the monitoring
overhead for different SAVs when compared to the applica-
tion runtime without PEBS monitoring. Upon sampling a
store, PEBS triggers an interrupt and records architectural
state in a software buffer, which can lead to a performance
overhead. Taking an interrupt on every retiring store results
in substantial performance overhead. Indeed, with SAV=1,
the performance overhead due to PEBS sampling can be as
high as 112.9% (in Aerospike), and 13.2% on an average. In
contrast, the performance overhead in persistent applications,
Redis and Echo, is less than 3% as we sample only stores
to volatile pages, which may be migrated between PM and
DRAM. Interestingly, with SAV of 17, the average perfor-
mance overhead due to sampling is less than 1% (avg.) with
no substantial degradation in RMS error. As we do not see
any substantial performance gains for SAV > 17, we configure
PEBS to sample one in every 17 stores in Kevlar.
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Figure 8: PM Lifetime: Kevlar achieves greater than 4 years of lifetime;
11.2× (avg.) higher than no wear leveling.

6.2 PM Lifetime

We study Kevlar for lifetime targets of four and six years.
We compare Kevlar’s wear-management mechanisms to a
baseline with no wear leveling. We make a conservative as-
sumption that a write to a physical page modifies all locations
within that page for Kevlar’s wear-management mechanisms.
In contrast, we measure lifetime for the baseline via precise
monitoring at cache-line granularity.

Wear leveling alone. We first consider lifetime for the
PM device achieved by Kevlar’s wear-leveling mechanism
alone. As discussed in Section 3.3, to achieve a four- (or six-)
year lifetime until 1% of locations wear out on a PM device
that can sustain only 107 writes, the average write rate must
be below 20,000 (or 13,333) writes/GB/second. Even after
wear leveling, all of the applications we study incur a higher
average write rate when their entire footprints reside in PM.
We also show lifetime due to ideal wear leveling in Figure 8
when writes are uniformly remapped in PM. Although wear
leveling substantially improves PM lifetimes over a baseline
of no wear leveling, it falls short of achieving the four-year
and six-year lifetime targets for all applications. As compared
to the baseline with no wear leveling, Kevlar with only wear
leveling achieves an average lifetime improvement of 9.8×
with 31.7× improvement in lifetime for TPCC.

Wear leveling + wear reduction. Wear reduction can im-
prove application lifetimes to meet our target while moving
only a remarkably small fraction of the application footprint
to DRAM. Kevlar in wear leveling + wear reducing mode
aims to limit the write-back rate to the PM at 20K (or 13.3K)
write/GB/second for four (or six) year lifetime target, by iden-
tifying the “hottest pages” that are being frequently written
back and migrating them to DRAM.

Owing to the writeback rate limit imposed by Kevlar’s
wear-reducing mechanism, as indicated in Figure 8, the life-
time with wear leveling + wear reduction exceeds the config-
ured target of four and six years for all applications. Kevlar’s
wear leveling + wear reduction mode (for a 6-year lifetime
configuration) achieves the highest lifetime improvement of
80.7× for TPCC, with an average improvement of 26.1×
when compared to no wear leveling.

High-endurance PMs: Absent wear-management mecha-
nisms, a PM device that can sustain 108 writes would wear out
within 9.8 months. Moreover, for PM devices with endurance
108 - 109, wear-leveling mechanism would be sufficient to
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Figure 9: Application footprint in PM and DRAM: Kevlar migrates
< 1% of application footprint to DRAM. Blue and orange bars represent
application footprint in PM and DRAM respectively.

achieve the desired lifetimes of 4- and 6-years. For instance,
our wear-leveling mechanism alone can achieve a lifetime
of 24.0 years (average) for a PM device that can sustain 108

writes. Kevlar would not trigger wear-reduction mechanism
for PMs with high write endurance as the application write-
back rate would be lower than configured threshold. Never-
theless, the endurance numbers of commercial PM devices
(i.e. Intel’s 3D XPoint) are not publicly available. As such,
we can configure the endurance of a PM device in Kevlar.

6.3 Memory Overhead
Figure 9 shows the baseline memory footprint of the applica-
tions, and an additional memory footprint in DRAM necessary
to host the most frequently written PM pages that are migrated
by Kevlar. In addition, we also show the reserve footprint that
can be mapped in PM to achieve the lifetime targets using
wear-leveling mechanism alone as outlined in Equation 5.

Wear reduction for persistency applications. For the
WHISPER benchmarks that rely on persistency (Redis &
Echo), the pages in the persistent set must always remain
in PM. Nevertheless, some fraction of these applications’
footprints are volatile and may reside in PM or DRAM. We
initially map the entire footprint to the PM and allow only
volatile pages to migrate to DRAM. As a majority of memory
accesses are made to the volatile footprint in these applica-
tions [77], the wear-reducing mechanism can achieve a 4 year
lifetime by migrating only 23.6MB of footprint to DRAM.

Reserve PM required can be significant. The amount of
PM reserves required to ensure that the target lifetime be met
are significant. It can be as high as 2.7× for TPCC and 2.0×
for TATP for a six-year lifetime (1.3× average across all the
benchmarks). The required reserve capacity may undermine
the cost advantages of capacity expansion offered by PMs.

Reserve DRAM required is much smaller than reserve
PM. As can be seen from Figure 9, the reserve DRAM re-
quired is much smaller than the reserve PM required. This
difference is due to a difference in the write endurance of
DRAM (practically infinite) and the cell endurance we assume
for PM (107 writes). Note that Kevlar’s goal is to limit wear
while maximizing application footprint in PM (especially
for the capacity expansion use-case) and achieve configured
device lifetime. Thus, it migrates only the heavily written
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Figure 10: Performance overhead: Overhead of page monitoring and
migration in Kevlar is 1.2% (avg.) in our applications.

application footprint from PM to DRAM. In contrast, prior
mechanisms [5, 55] aggressively migrate pages to DRAM
and limit application performance degradation resulting from
slower PM accesses. Kevlar migrates less than 1% of the ap-
plication’s footprint to DRAM for four- and six-year lifetime
targets, on average.

6.4 Performance Overhead
Next, we present application slowdown due to Kevlar.

Page shuffle overhead. Figure 10 illustrates the slowdown
(lower is better) in applications resulting from our wear level-
ing, wear estimation, and page migration. The shuffle mech-
anism incurs a negligible average performance overhead of
0.04% (highest 0.1% in Echo) over the baseline with no wear
leveling.

Overheads from Kevlar’s monitoring and migration.
As explained in Section 3.3, we configure PEBS with SAV of
17, and further reduce performance overhead by filtering store
addresses using the Bloom filters. We observe up to 1.3%
slowdown from our PEBS sampling in Aerospike, with even
lower overheads in the remaining applications. Redis observes
a net gain (as much as 0.9%) when we enable migration and
relocate their frequently written pages to DRAM because the
local NUMA node (representing DRAM) is faster than the
remote node (representing PM) in our prototype. We expect
the performance gains to be more pronounced with PMs that
are anticipated to exhibit higher memory latency than remote
DRAM in our prototype. On an average, we see 1.2% (or
3.2%) slowdown due to our wear-management mechanisms
to achieve the lifetime goal of four (or six) years.

7 Related work

The adoption of PMs has been widely studied by both
academia and industry in processor architectures [23, 28, 51,
52, 60, 77, 83, 95, 117], file systems [20, 23, 30, 100, 105, 107,
108], logging/databases [10, 11, 18, 19, 35–37, 59, 62, 63, 68,
73, 80, 81, 104], data structures [43, 78, 99], and distributed
systems [57, 70, 116, 120]. We discuss the relevant works that
address wear out problem in PMs.

7.1 Wear-reduction mechanisms
We first discuss techniques that reduce PM writes.
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DRAM cache. Numerous works [32, 75, 87, 92] advocate
placing a DRAM cache in front of PM. The DRAM cache
absorbs most of the writes thereby reducing wear. A DRAM
cache presents three disadvantages: (1) it sacrifices capacity
that could instead be used to expand memory; (2) it increases
the latency of PM writes; and (3) it is inapplicable to writes
that require persistency, which must write through the cache.
Like many prior works [23, 28, 36, 51, 52, 60, 77, 83, 95, 117],
we assume that PM and DRAM are peers on the memory bus.

Page migration. Several works [6, 26, 88, 114] propose
migrating pages from PM to DRAM to reduce wear. Dhiman
et al. [26] use a software-hardware hybrid solution, where
dedicated hardware counters (one per PM page) that track
page hotness are maintained in PM and cached in the mem-
ory controller. RaPP [88] and Zhang et al. [114] use a set
of queues in the memory controller to estimate write inten-
siveness and perform page migrations to DRAM. However,
these mechanisms propose no wear-leveling solutions for the
remaining pages in PM. As such, these mechanisms may still
not achieve desired PM device lifetimes. For example, RaPP
can achieve a device lifetimes exceeding 3 years only if the
cell endurance exceeds 109 [88] – insufficient for PCM-based
memories with endurance of only 107 - 109 writes. Moreover,
these mechanisms do not support applications that require
crash consistency when using PM as storage [77]. Kevlar
incurs none of these hardware overheads and uses a novel
sampling scheme to estimate wear completely in the OS.

Heterogeneous main memory: Several works [5, 55, 84]
manage footprint between DRAM and PM for applications
that prefer DRAMs for high performance. These works map
heavily and least accessed regions of application footprint to
DRAM and PM respectively. Unlike these works [5, 55, 84],
Kevlar exploits heterogeneity to reduce PM wear.

Currently, Kevlar operates at a small (4KB) page granu-
larity. However, huge (2MB) pages are increasingly being
used to minimize performance penalties of using small pages
(due to increased TLB pressure), especially in virtualized sys-
tems. Kevlar can be further extended to operate at a huge page
granularity. For instance, Kevlar can be integrated with mech-
anisms such as Thermostat [5] to split a huge page into small
pages, monitor write rate at granularity of small pages, and
migrate pages between DRAM and PM. We leave evaluation
of Kevlar’s wear-reduction mechanism and development of
shuffling strategies to operate at a huge page granularity to
future work.

Other. DCW [119] and Flip-N-Write [21] perform read-
compare-write operation to ensure that only the data bits that
have changed are written. Bittman et al. [14] proposes data
structures aimed at minimizing the number of bit-flips per PM
write operation. Ferreira et al. [32] enable eviction of clean
cache lines over dirty cache lines at the expense of potentially
slowing down future reads to evicted cache lines. Recent
works, MCT [25] and Mellow Writes [112], improve the en-
durance by reconfiguring memory voltage levels and slowing

write accesses to the PM. These proposals can achieve high
device lifetime but at a significant performance overhead,
especially when write latency is critical to application per-
formance [77]. NVM-Duet [69] employs a smart-refresh
mechanism to eliminate redundant memory refresh opera-
tions thereby reducing PM wear. Others [49, 118] propose
solutions to manage wear when using persistent memory tech-
nologies to build caches. These techniques are orthogonal to
our proposal and can be used in conjunction with Kevlar.

7.2 Wear-leveling mechanisms

Qureshi et al. [87], Zhou et al. [119], Security refresh [92],
Online Attack Detection [86] and Start-Gap [85] observe that
cache lines within a PM page do not wear out equally and pro-
pose mechanisms to remap cache lines for uniform intra-page
wear. All of these works rely on additional address indirection
mechanisms in hardware. Unlike Kevlar, these mechanisms
cannot exploit the heterogeneity of memory systems as dis-
cussed earlier in Section 2.2.

Error recovery. DRM [47] and SAFER [93] gracefully
degrades PM capacity as memory cells wear out by reusing
and remapping failed cells to store data. FREE-p [110] and
NVMAlloc [76] leverage ECC and checksum mechanisms to
tolerate wear out errors.

8 Conclusion

We have presented Kevlar, a wear-management mechanism
for persistent memories. Kevlar relies on a software wear-
estimation mechanism that uses PEBS-based sampling in a
novel approach to estimate dirty cache contents and predict
writebacks to PM. It uses a wear-leveling mechanism that
shuffles PM pages every ~4 hours with an overhead of less
than 0.10% achieving up to 31.7× higher lifetime as compared
to PM with no wear leveling. Kevlar employs wear-reduction
mechanism to further extend PM lifetime. It migrates the
hottest pages to higher durability memory. Kevlar, imple-
mented in Linux kernel (version 4.5.0), achieves four-year
target lifetime with 1.2% performance overhead.
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